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ABST RAC T 
Predictions, based on an exi stin g theo ry, of soil erosion caused by im-
pingement of gases f rom a descending rocket in a vacuum environment have 
been compared with experiment al data obtain ed in a vacuum sphere. A tota l 
of 143 comparisons at various t ime and su rfa c e locations were made which 
included experiments with varying nozzle , e ngine, and soil conditions. The 
experiments were made with a small, co l d gas jet which was scaled to repre-
sent the Apollo-LM conditions . . The c ompa risons indicated a limited degre e 
of correlation between the theory and the expe riments. 
SUMMARY 
Roberts I theory f or a lunar environment was used to predict soil erosion 
caused by viscous shearing stresses ·ex e rte d on the soil-gas interface by the 
impingement of rocket exhaust gases. Predi c tions were compared with the 
erosion observed in tests conducted by L and , Clark, and Scholl in a vacuum 
sphere at the L angley Res e ar ch C ente r. In all tests the nozzle was released 
from a fixed height and allow ed to d e scend t o a hover pos ition with the jet 
gases directed perpendicular to a simulat ed soil test bed. The comparisons 
indicated a limited degree of c o r relati on b e tw e en theory and test. A t times 
the erosion depth was over-predict ed , b ut m o re often it was underpredicted. 
The surface location of the maximum e r o sion depth was often in error, but 
this was usually a con sequen c e that th e minimum nozzle heights that occurred 
during the tests w ere bel o w the c r itical height for which the theory is valid. 
The comparison of predicted a n d obse rved erosion depths for 143 time ' 
and surface locations in dicated the p r e di ctions to be accurate within a factor 
of two 43 percent of the t ime a n d to w i thin a factor of four 87 percent of the 
time. 
1 
INTRODUCTION 
When retro rockets are used to brake a vehicle for a soft landing on the 
lunar surface the action of the rocket gases on the soil surface may have a 
major influence on the success of the landing. In an effort to assess plume-
soil interaction effects, a series of experiments were conducted at the Langley 
Research Center, and the results were presented in References 1 and 2. The 
experimental procedure followed in these experiments is also described in 
Reference 3. These experiments explored the influence of variations in engine 
parameters and approach conditions, as well as the influence of variations in 
surface parameters. A theory was also developed at the Langley Research 
Center by Leonard Roberts and presented in References 4 and 5 to describe 
the surface eros ion caus ed by rocket gas impingement under perfect vacuum 
conditions. Reference 6 contains additional comments on the exhaust flow field 
and surface impingement phenomena. 
The purpose of the present investigation is to compare theoretical erosion 
predictions based on Ref erences 4 and 5 with observed erosion results for each 
of the 32 tests presented in References 1 and 2. This comparison is needed so 
a judgement can be made concerning the accuracy of the theory, and a deter-
mination of factors of uncertainty which must be applied to erosion predictions 
made for various lunar exploratory mis sions. Diffe rence s between theory and 
experiment must be identified and used to guide future experimental and theo-
retical investigations directed towards a more basic understanding of the 
phenomena. Such an understanding will allow an improved formulation of ana-
lytical procedures for extending and extrapolating test data, and for erosion 
predictions for various engine and surface parameters and landing approach 
modes. 
Although this investigation is concerned with the action of rocket gases on 
soil surface, related phenomena have been studied earlier in connection with 
the transport of sediment and sand by water and wind action. In Reference 7, 
Kadib conducted an expe rimental investigation of the movement of sand by wind 
action. He reviewed many of the earlier investigations concerned with wind 
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and water action on soil and sediment transport, and concluded that the basic 
principles governing both types of transport are the same. As a result of his 
wind tunnel tests, Kadib concluded the basic force, which produces the trans-
port motion of the soil particle, is due to an average lift and a fluctuating lift 
caused by turbulence. 
In Reference 8, Chepil also conducted an experimental investigation of 
the movement of soil grains by wind action. He found that both lift and drag 
forces were exerted on the soil grains. The magnitude of the lift and drag 
pressure impulses were statistically distributed according to a somewhat 
skewed normal error law. The ratio of lift to drag was about 0.85 and the 
standard deviation of the pres sure was about 0.49 times the average pres sure. 
Although it is recognized that there is experimental evidence indicating 
statistical methods may be required to describe the soil erosion phenomena, 
the deterministic procedure advanced by Roberts gives a simple method which 
may provide estimates of the average erosion. Thus, an as s es sment of the 
accuracy of predictions made with Roberts I theory is required before the 
development of more involved prediction procedures. The study conducted 
here is simply to make this assessment. 
SYMBOLS 
Engine Parameters 
'I = gas specific heat ratio (dimensionless) 
M = Mach no. at exit (dimens ionles s) e 
R 2 2 0 = gas constant (ft Isec R) 
T chamber 0 = gas temperature ( R) c 
fJ. c = chamber gas vis cos ity (lb- s ec Ift2) 
Pc = chamber gas pressure (psf) 
k = hypersonic parameter = 2 exhaust kinetic energx: 
(dimens ionles s) exhaust internal energy 
3 
Flow-Field Parameters 
4 
a = ratio of soil particle velocity to gas velocity (dimensionless) 
CD = particle drag coefficient (dimensionless) 
Cf = shear stress coefficient (dimensionless) 
C1 = lift coefficient (dimensionless) 
Ml = local Mach number (dimensionless) 
Pr = recovery pressure (psf) 
Ps = stagnation pressure (psf) 
p = surface pressure (psf) 
q = dynamic pressure along the surface based on gas radial 
velocity u (psf) 
R D = pa rticle Reynolds numbe r (dimens ionle s s ) 
Re = flow field Reynolds number (dimensionless) 
u = gas radial velocity (ft/sec) 
v = velocity of soil particle entrained in the flow (ft/ sec) 
f-L = gas viscosity (lb-sec/ft2 ) 
p = gas mass density (slugs/ft3 ) 
T = shear stres s acting on soil (psf) = q C f (for rough turbulent flow) 
A = cross sectional area of soil element (ft2) 
A = cohesion parameter (Roberts recommends 5 x 10- 17 lb-ft) 
coh 
c = soil packing constant [= 1 minus porosity] (dimensionless) 
D = soil particle size (ft) 
Q = soil internal friction angle (radians) 
s = parameter in equation for "a" (dimensionless) 
s oil mas s dens ity (s lugs / ft3) (J" = 
- - -- --------- -.- ---
~ 
I 
= soil cohesive stress (lb/ft2) 
= soil restraining shear stress (psf) 
Mi.cellaneous Parameters 
f(R ) 
e 
= parameter in h equation = 0.25, Appendix B (dimensionless) 
= functional relation between the measured drag on a spherical 
particle and Reynolds number Re (Relation was taken from 
Figure 1.5 in Reference 14 and reproduced here in Figure D1) 
g = acceleration of gravity (ft/sec 2 ) 
h = height of nozzle exit plane (ft) 
h = critical nozzle height (ft) 
c 
h = nozzle height at time t = 0 (ft) 
0 
hi = nozzle height at hover (ft) 
h1 (t) = noz z le height above uneroded surface during des cent (ft) 
K = factor multiplying Cf -- taken to be unity here (dimensionless) 
N = factor relating measured and predicted maximum erosion 
depths = experiment -:- theory, or the invers e whichever > i 
(dimens ionles s) 
r = radial station measured from stagnation point (ft) 
SF = scale factor = maximum ordinate value on os cillos cope (ft) 
t = time (sec) 
ti = time at which hover begins 
T = final time (s ec) 
y = soil erosion depth (ft) 
Ymax = maximum value of y (along 
y = s oil eros ion rate (ft/ sec) 
v = descent velocity (ft/sec) 
v 
(s ec) 
r) at each time increment (ft) 
tan f3 = slope of erosion crater ay / a r (radians) 
5 
COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE 
Soil erosion predictions for each set of the system parameters listed in 
Appendix A are based on solutions of the governing partial differential equations 
pres ented in Appendix B. The solutions were obtained on a digital computer in 
which the operator has control of the computer during the computations. Upon 
operator command, the input or output data can be displayed on a cathode ray 
tube oscilloscope in the form of graphical or alphanumerical data, displayed 
graphically by a CalComp plotter, or typed by an output writer. The compu-
tational procedure to determine the erosion profiles for the 32 tests is describ-
ed as follows: 
The system parameters and measured erosion at discrete times and 
radial stations for a particular test are first input to the computer. To verify 
the data are input correctly, they are then displayed on the oscilloscope. A 
typical display of the input data is shown in Figure 1(a). Note that the numer-
ical values are followed by an algebraic sign and two digits which correspond 
to the factor of 10 associated with the number. For example, the Mach num-
ber is 0.268 x 10 or 2.68 while the particle diameter is 0.162 x 10- 2 or 
0.00162 foot. The letters under the Key column merely indicate to the opera-
tor the location where the associated parameter is stored in the computer. 
The integration step size, the times at which erosion profiles are to be 
stored, and the time for the computations to cease are then input to the com-
puter. At the initiation of the computations it is assumed that time is zero and 
the soil surface is a flat horizontal plane. The computer first determines the 
erosion profile for the range specified (usually taken to be a i-foot range from 
the stagnation point) for the first time increment, and then for successive 
time increments until the final time is reached. 
At the time when descent ends, the corresponding erosion profile is dis-
played on the oscilloscope as shown in Figure 1(b). This display shows the 
erosion depth (ordinate) over a i-foot radial range from the stagnation point 
(abscissa). Only one half the profile is displayed because theory assumes the 
profile to be symmetric about the stagnation point. Since depth is shown upward, 
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the half profile is viewed upside down. Figure 1(b) indicates the end of de-
s cent occurred at t = 1. 660146 seconds, and the maximum erosion depth is 
O. 1046782 foot. 
When the computations are finished, the stored erosion profiles can be 
recalled upon command at the operator keyboard and displayed on the oscillo-
scope. Figure 1(c) illustrates typical erosion profiles at five different time s . 
The maximum erosion depth is O. 1083847 foot . . Thus, the ordinate scale fac-
tor SF associated with this curve is labeled 0.108. A three-dimensional view 
of the erosion profiles can also be displayed upon command; an example is 
shown in Figure 1(d). Such curves were of little engineering value in this 
study and, therefore, are not presented in the detailed comparisons. 
The measured erosion test points and the corresponding predicted erosion 
profile can also be recalled on co.mmand and displayed as shown in Figures 1(e) 
and 1(£). In Figure 1(e) the theoretical prediction (the curve) is less than the 
measured profile (the circles). The ordinate scale factor SF , in all data 
presented here and in the next section, represents the ordinate scale from the 
base line to the top data point presented measured in feet , regardless of 
whether it is a circled data point or the maximum erosion depth on a theoret-
. ical erosion profile. In Figure 1(e) the scale factor SF = 0.208 foot repre-
sents the depth to the highest data circle on the figure. In Figure 1(f), where 
the theoretical profile is higher than the measured erosion depths, the scale 
factor SF = 0.429 foot represents the depth to the highest point on the theo-
retical eros ion profile. In all cas es, the horizontal scale is from 0 to 1 foot 
while the vertical scale is established by the ordinate scale factor indicated. 
It might be appropriate to mention two computational problems encountered 
in the solution of the erosion partial differential equation. The first difficulty 
is associated with the singularity at r = 0 (the stagnation point). At this point 
the radial gas velocity u is zero and the governing equations involve division 
by u. Difficulties are circumvented by simply determining the erosion at a 
neighboring point r = 0.01 and assuming the erosion at r = 0.01 is the same 
as at r = O. 
8 
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The second problem arises because the e ro sion rate expressed by Equa -
tion (B3) is a function of the local slope tan 13 = ay/a r. Thus, to determine the 
incremental erosion Ay occurring over th e time interval t to t + At requires a 
spatial differentia t ion o f the erosion profile y at time t. Since differentiation 
is inherently a destabilizing procedure any "no i se" is propagated as the p ro-
files are determined at successiv e t ime s . This difficulty is overcome by 
numerically smoothing the inc rem e nt Ay before adding it t o the profile y at 
time t to obtain the erosion prof ile at time t + At . This n umerical smoothing 
procedure is described on pa g e 2 9 5 o f Reference 9. The smoothing pr ocedu re 
was tested on a simplif ied equ ation o f the f o rm of (B3) for which a closed f o rm 
solution could be f ound. Compar i son s of the s olutions ob t ained both with and 
without the numerical smoothing procedure with the exact solution, indica t ed 
the procedure did indeed converge t o the cor rect solution. These comparisons 
are presented in Referenc e 10 where thi s point i s discussed more fully. 
RESU LTS 
Detailed comparisons o f theore t ical p r e d i ctions and measured erosion for 
each of the 32 t ests are pres ented i n the 32 figures in Appendix C. The results 
presented in this section are sele cted fr o m the d etailed comparisons to show 
the influence of several s y stem parameters and to provide an overall asse ss -
ment of the accuracy o f theore t i c al predicti o n s. An examination of the deta iled 
comparisons in Appendix C and th e results pre s ented here show that theoretical 
predictions often differ substantially f ro m meas ured results. Possible sources 
of these discrepancies are discussed i n the next section. 
Before examining various detailed comparis ons the entire results are 
examined from the overall viewpoin t prov ide d by Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 
shows a comparison o f the predicted a n d measured m~ximum erosion depth 
for each of the 32 tes t s at each o f the t ime s a profile was compared with 
measured results . The thr e e pa rts o f the figure illustrate the comparisons 
during the descent period , at the i n s t a nt des cent ends (at which time hover 
begins) and during the hover period . 
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(c) 
Each of the 143 data points represents a plot of the theoretical maximum 
depth against the measured maximum depth. If theory was in complete agree-
ment with test, these data points would lie along the straight line. Data points 
above the line represent overpredictions of depth , while points below the line 
represent underpredictions. 
The figure indicates that during the descent period th eory tends to under-
predict the maximum erosion depth. But, as the nozzle a p proaches the sur-
face and the hover period is entered, the predictions improve. For example, 
during the descent period 6 percent of the depths were ove r predicted while 
94 percent were underpredicted. While at the e n d o f the descent pe r iod 33 
percent were overpredicted and 67 percent underp r edicted. A n d , during the 
hover period, 40 percent were overpredicted while 60 pe r cent were under-
predicted. From the viewpoint of erosion predic t ions du r ing a normal lunar 
landing, the comparison of importance is the one at the e n d of des cent. For 
at this instant the thrust would normally be terminated. The comparison at 
this instant is only slightly biased in the directio n of underpredic t ing the max-
imum erosion. 
Figure 3 gives a quantitative measure of the amount the entire 143 predic-
tions differed from measured results. In Figure 3, the factor N represents 
the ratio of predicted to measured maximum erosion depths when the depth is 
overpredicted; while for underpredictions, the fac tor rep r esents the inverse 
ratio, 1. e. , measured to predicted. Thus , a fa ctor N = 2 i n dicates the pre-
dicted values we re either twice or one half the measured maximum depth. The 
vertical scale shows the percent of measurement s falling within a g i ven fac-
tor N. For example, the figure shows that 43 percent of the predicted values 
are within a factor of 2 and 87 percent are within a factor of 4 of the measured 
maximum erosion depth. 
The detailed comparisons shown next give a n indicati on of the influence of 
several system parameters and a quantitative comparison of theoretical predic-
tions and measured results for individual tests. 
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Figure 4 shows the m.easured and theoretical erosion rates at the point of 
m.axim.um. erosion depth at the end of des cent for Tests 5, 6, and 8. The theo-
retical rates com.puted for these test conditions are those obtained from 
Roberts I theory in which the friction and drag coefficients are determined in 
accordance with the local Reynolds number. To indicate the trend over a 
wide range of soil particle diameters, the maximum erosion rate was also 
computed for a set of parameters representative of those for the 32 tests. 
This theoretical rate, which is indicated by the curve, is based on a O. i-foot 
nozzle height, 100 psf cham.ber pressure and constant drag and friction coef-
ficients of 2 and 0.2, respectively. The curve indicates that the soil erosion 
rate increases with particle diam.eter and then suddenly decreases to zero. 
In Roberts' theory this cutoff point is associated with the point where the 
frictional shearing resistance, which increases with particle size, is just 
equal to the m.aximum. erosive shear stress. (It might be mentioned that in 
erosion theories that consider the erosive force as a lift on a particle, this 
cutoff point is as sociated with the point where the downward acting weight 
force is just equal to the lift on the particle; see, for example, Reference 7.) 
Figure 4 also shows the particle diameter range for the 32 tests. This range 
is below the theoretical cutoff point. 
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Figure 5 shows the effect of particle diameter on the var i ation of the max-
imum erosion depth by superimposing Appendix C data . The depths are plotted 
aga inst nondimensional time, which was obtained by d ividing the actual time t 
by' the des cent time t l' Hence, t/ t1 les s than unity c orres ponds to the des cent 
period; while t/t 1 greater than unity corresponds to the hove r period. 
Figure 5(a) compares Tests 5, 6 and 8. A comparison of the test param-
e ters in Appendix A shows that all parameters are ne a rly con stant in these 
three tests except for the particle diameters. F i gure 5( a ) s h ows that th e 
qu a ntitative agreement between theory and test is poor, but there is a quali-
t a tiv e agreement in that both theory tests show the erosion depth increases 
w ith increasing particle diameter. Figure 5(b) compares Tests 16 and 54. In 
these two tests the other parameters are not quite constant, but their differ-
ence s are small compared to the differences in particle diameter. Here again, 
the r e is qu a litative agreement in that larger particles erode f aster. Figure 5(c) 
c ompares Tests 15 and 51. The results are similar to those in 5(a) and 5(h) . . 
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(Concluded) 
Figure 6 illustrates the influence of thrust on erosion by comparing the 
results for various chamber pressures. Figure 6(a) compares Tests 52, 54 
and 55. Although the quantitative agreement is fairly poor, theory and exper-
iment show the same trend. Theory predicts an increasing erosion with 
increasing chamber pressure (or thrust). Experimental results indicate the 
same general behavior . Differences between Tests 52 and 55 are minor and 
show different trends during the erosion period. Figure 6(b) shows the super-
position of results from Tests 46, 47, 48 and 49, while Figure 6(c) shows a 
superposition of the results from Tests 24, 25 and 26. Both Figures 6(b) and 
6(c) show the same behavior as Figure 6(a) in that both theory and test show 
an increase in erosion with increasing chamber pressure. 
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(Concluded) 
Figure 7 gives an indication of the influence of des cent velocity on eros ion. 
The figure shows a comparison of Tests 31 and 32 in which the descent veloc-
ities are 5.351 and 1, 873 ft/sec, respectively. Although the quantitative agree-
ment is poor, both theory and test indicate the erosion depth is smaller at the 
end of the descent period for the faster descent. 
This figure illustrates a behavior noted in several tests in which the in-
crease in maximum erosion depth suddenly changes more slowly for a short 
time period. The variation in Test 31 near the time t/ t1 = 1 is an example of 
such a behavior. A pos sible explanation of this behavior is that the nozzle is 
descending rapidly, and simultaneously, the point of maximum erosion rapidly 
moves towards the stagnation point. The result is that over a small time 
increment, the maximum incremental erosion occurs' at a point close t o the 
current location of maximum erosion depth. This tends to "flatten out" the 
bottom of the erosion profile and produce only a minor change in the maximum 
erosion depth during the time increment. This behav ior is also suggested in 
the Test 31 experimental results, but at an earlier time. 
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DISCUSSION 
The preceeding section showed a varying degree of agreement 
between theory and experiment. The question naturally arises concerning 
the source of disagreements between theory and te st and how the predic-
tions can be brought into clos er agreement with experimental results. 
This section discusses several of the known and possible sources of dis-
agreement, while the next section considers recommended procedures for 
refinin g the predictions. 
Even though some disagreement between theory and experiment 
must be due to experimental error, it is believed that the major dis-
crepancy is due to deficiencie s in the theory, and to a le s s degree, 
uncertaintie s in the input parameter s. Only factors influencing errors in 
the theoretical predictions are discusse d here. 
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1. INFLUENCE OF IDEALIZATION IN THE THEORY 
a. Rocket Gas Emanates From a Point Source 
Since the erosion theory is based on gases emanating from a point source, 
it is meant to be applicable only when the nozzle exit radius r e is small com-
pared to the nozzle height. Roberts indicates the approximate limit of appli-
cability of the theory is at the nozzle height h given in Equation (B14). For 
c 
the engine used in these experiments h = 0.248 foot. Thus, the assumption 
c 
of a point source is not an error in the theory, but rather a limitation placed 
upon its applicability. Test 15 re sults will be used to illustrate the effect on 
soil erosion predictions at low nozzle heights. In Test 15, the hover height is 
0.0469 foot which is even smaller than the nozzle exit radius r = 0.1108 
e 
foot. Thus, for this test the theory should not be applicable or, at least, have 
limited applicability at and shortly above the hover height. 
The influence of a low nozzle height can be inferred by examining the 
dynamic pressure (the pressure assumed to produce erosion) as the nozzle 
height decreases. According to the theory, the dynamic pres sure increases 
continually as the nozzle approaches the surface until the nozzle reaches the 
critical nozzle height. After this time, the peak pres sure remains constant, 
but the point of maximum dynamic pressure continues to move towards the 
stagnation point. Since maximum surface erosion occurs in the region clos e 
to the peak dynamic pres sure, the region where erosion takes place continues 
to move towards the stagnation point as long as the nozzle height decreases. 
This behavior is graphically portrayed in Figure 8. This figure shows the 
dynamic pres sure distribution for four nozzle height. These heights corre-
spond to the hover nozzle height in Test 15, the critical nozzle height and two 
higher nozzle heights. Starting with the highest nozzle height, the figure 
shows that the peak dynamic pres sure moves towards the stagnation point 
with decreasing nozzle height. The value of th~ peak pressure increases 
until the critical nozzle height is reached, and thereafter remains constant. 
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(Test 15 Parameters) 
The radial location of the nozzle exit radius is also shown on the figure. 
Observe that the dynamic pressure developed at a radial station equal to the 
nozzle exit radius is quite small for the hover nozzle height. Since the dynamic 
pressure is small, negligible erosion or no erosion would be predicted at and 
beyond the point directly below the nozzle lip. Physically , it would be expected 
that the pressure directly below the nozzle would be nearly constant (if the 
exit velocity distribution is uniform) and that erosion would occur over and 
somewhat beyond this radial location. 
The preceding behavior was noted in the computations performed in 
several of the tests. Consider, for example, the predictions for Test 15. 
Observe that after hover, the subsequent increments in surface erosion only 
occur near the stagnation point. The flow predictions at these very low nozzle 
heights are probably in error. 
The conclusion drawn from these observations is that Roberts I theory 
must be modified to extend the range of applicability to lower nozzle heights 
before direct comparisons of theoretical and experimental erosion profiles 
can be made when the nozzle height is significantly less than Roberts I critical 
nozzle height. 
b. Erosion Only Due To Gas Viscous Forces 
The erosion theory used here assumes surface erosion only results from 
viscous shear stresses exerted on the surface. Another mechanism contri-
buting to erosion is the lift forces acting on soil particles. Both types of 
forces should be proportional to the dynamic pressure. In the case of lift 
forces, the proportionality factor would be a lift coefficient Cl , ~hile the factor 
for the shear stre s se s is the shear coefficient C f • Thus, even if lift was con-
sidered, the form of the basic equations should not be altered and the friction 
coefficient Cf us ed in Roberts I theory could be considered as an effective coef-
ficient, which accounts both for lift and shear acting on the particle. 
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Since these erosive forces depend on the dynamic pressure, which is zero 
at the stagnation point, no erosion takes place directly below the nozzle center 
line. Yet, test data show that often the erosion is a maximum at this point, 
and that the erosion crater is dish shaped; in fact, the shape of the erosion 
crater is much like the distribution of surface pre s sure. This sugge sts that 
the gas stream impacting the surface is not only turned by the surface, but 
also dislodges soil particles by transfering some of the gas momentum normal 
to the surface to momentum of soil particles. 
c. Real Flow Phenomena 
Tests have often indicated that gas flow conditions can deviate substantially 
from an idealized flow condition. Many of such phenomena take o"n even added 
importance when the nozzle height is small. In a real nozzle, it is known that 
the flow may not be uniform across the nozzle. Also at certain nozzle heights, 
oblique shocks are formed which drastically influence the surface loadings. An 
example of these phenoll1ena was observed by Stitt in Reference 11. 
Clark, in Reference 12, also showed that the surface pres sure could deviate 
from the bell shaped pressure distribution predicted by Roberts I theory. In 
this reference, it is pointed out that when the nozzle reaches a height wher.e 
the jet peripheral escape a .rea becomes less than the jet exit area, the nozzle 
chokes and static pressures within the nozzle increase about an order of 
magnitude. This should occur for the nozzle used in this test series when the 
nozzle heighth = r /2 = 0.055 foot. 
e 
Most likely when the nozzle is close to the surface and a substantial crater 
has formed, the flow field must differ from that for a flat surface. It is doubt-
ful that the theoretical flow field adequately accounts for this change. The 
question of how much the flow field is altered because of the entrainment of 
soil particles is another question unanswered at present. 
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d. Soil Erosion is a Deterministic Process 
Roberts considers erosion to be a deterministic process, and therefore, 
predictions from his theory provide estimates of the average erosion. Clearly 
random variations in the soil parameters, surface roughne ss and fluctuations 
in gas flow must produce random variations in the surface erosion. In 
Reference 8, it was found that the lift and drag forces acting on surface par-
ticles varied randomly. Peak pressures were about 2.5 times the average 
pressure, while the standard deviation was about 0.49 times the average pres-
sure. Thus, the random nature of this phenomena may account for a large 
portion of the differences between theoretical predictions of the average 
erosion and that observed in a given experiment. 
e. Friction Coefficient Depends on Reynolds Number 
At the beginning of this investigation, preliminary computations were per-
formed to determine the friction coefficient Cf required for Roberts' theory 
to agree with tests. The computations and conclusions are discussed in 
Appendix D. These preliminary investigations showed that Cf must vary 
randomly for theory to be in complete agreement with test. This random 
variation most likely was due to random variations in the forces • . The as-
sumption that Cf depends on Reynolds number in the same manner as the drag 
coefficient measured on spherical particles may be an over simplification. 
However, the values us ed for C f bas ed on drag measurement on spherical 
particles gave values representative of those computed from data in Refer-
ence 8. Table 4 of Reference 8 lists average drag stresses measured on 
different particles in airstreams of various velocities. The value of Cf , com-
puted according to T/q ranged from 1. 8 to 9.9 for a standard density air. 
Values in this range are representative of those computed in Appendix D. 
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2. INFLUENCE OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
a. Cohesion 
Often the theoretical prediction of incipient eros ion occurred at a much 
higher nozzle height than observed in test; and as a result, the associated 
erosion occurred at larger distances from the stagnation point than observed 
during the entire test period. An examination of the governing equations 
shows that a small amount of cohesion serves to delay the erosion to lower 
nozzle heights and confines the erosion to regions closer to the stagnation 
point. The fact that theory generally predicted erosion at distances from the 
stagnation point beyond where it occurred in tests does not necessarily reflect 
a defect in the theory, but may have been a result of the soil having a small 
effective cohesion. Material is presented here to indicate the influence of 
cohesion on the nozzle height at incipient erosion and the corresponding radial 
location where erosion begins. 
Figure 9 shows the variation of maximum erosive shear stress T = 
max 
Cfq (computed from E:}uations (B7) and (B18))with nozzle height for 
max 
chamber pres sures of 100 to 500 psf. The remaining set of engine param-
eters used to develop Figure 9 are representative of all the tests. This 
figure was based on Cf = constant = 0.2, a representative value recom-
mended by Roberts in Reference 5. (Note that if Cf were 1 rather than 0.2, 
the curve labeled 500 psf would correspond to 100 psf, since T = Cfq , 
max max 
and q is directly proportional to the chamber pres sure.) Figure 9 shows 
that the shear stress increases as the nozzle height decreases until a 
critical nozzle height is reached. For the test parameters, this height is 
0.248 foot and corresponds to the height where the stagnation pressure is 
equal to the nozzle recovery pres sure. Below this nozzle height Roberts I 
theory assumes the stagnation pressure remains constant and equal to the 
recovery pressure given by Equation (B13). 
* Figure 10 shows the variation of the restraining shear stres s T (which 
must be exceeded before erosion begins) as functions of the soil particle 
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diameter. This figure was developed from Equation (B19) for a flat surface 
-17 
and for T h = 0 and A h = 5 x 10 lb-ft. The smaller diameter particles 
co co 
(less than about 12 microns) are essentially restrained by the cohesive stress, 
while the larger particles are restrained by the internal friction force be-
tween soil particles resulting from the gravitational force field. The soil 
parameters used to develop Figure 10 are representative of all tests with 
glass beads. In the particle diameter test range of 65 to 10,000 microns, 
the restraining force was es sentially due to the gravitational force field. 
For example, the restraint for the 65-micron particles is about 0.01 psf. 
-3 The contribution from the A hD term for thes e particles is only about 
-6 co 
5 x 10 psf. 
Figure 11 shows the relation between nozzle height and particle diameter 
at incipient erosion. This figure was obtained from Figures 9 and 10 by 
equating T to T*. Nozzle heights below the curves in Figure 11 are 
max 
those heights where erosion takes place. 
The radial location corresponding to the point of incipient eros ion can be 
determined from Equation (B8). Consider, for example, 65-micron diam-
eter particles. Figure 11 indicates incipient erosion occurs at a 6-ft 
nozzle height for a chamber pressure of 100 psf. For 'I = 1.667 and M = 
e 
2.68, Equation (B8) gives rlh ::: 0.49, and therefore, incipient erosion be- . 
gins 2.94 feet from the stagnation point. 
Consider now the influence of a small cohesion. Cohesion tests con-
ducted on typical soils indicate that 1 psf is a relatively small cohesion 
value. Suppose the soil cohesion was 1 psf. a value large compared to the 
-6 -3 
value 5 x 10 psf given by the formula A hD Adding 1 psf to the value 
co 
O. 01 psf read from Figure 9 indicates erosion will not begin until the ero-
sive shear stress exceeds 1.01 psf. Figure 9 indicates the corresponding 
nozzle height is O. 6 foot for a chamber pressure of 100 psf. The radial 
location of incipient erosion in this case becomes 0.294 foot. This illustra-
tion indicates a small cohesion between particles can have an influence on 
erosion predictions. 
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As a further illustration of the influence of cohesion on predicted erosion, 
consider the results shown in Figure 12. This figure shows the predicted ero-
sion profiles for T h = 0 and 0.01 psi, (1. 44 psf) along with the correspond-
co 
ing measured erosion profiles. Since a unit of erosion depth is portrayed over 
a larger ordinate distance for T h = 0 than for T h = 0.01 psi, a visual in-
co co 
dication of the influence of cohesion can best be observed by comparing the 
relative positions of. the data points and the theoretical curves for each of the 
two values of cohesion. Even though the small amount of erosion delayed the 
beginning of erosion to lower nozzle heights and essentially to the range where 
erosion occurred during the test, the predicted erosion depths are substantially 
less than observed during the test. 
b. Particle Diameter 
Particle diameter has a significant influence on predicted erosion. The 
theoretical curve in Figure 4 illustrates the influence of particle diameter on 
the erosion rate. The figure shows that the erosion rate increases with in-
creasing particle diameter until the gravity cutoff point is reached. 
In 30 of the 32. erosion tests, the bed material was glass beads. This 
material closely approximates the assumption in the erosion theory that the 
soil particles are composed of spherical particles having the same diameter. 
For these tests, the actual particle diameter is very close to the measured 
average diameter, and therefore, errors in predicted erosion arising from 
uncertainty in particle diameter must be small. On the other hand in the 
tests on soils, the particles are not necessarily spherical and have a distri-
bution of sizes. Thus, the effective particle diameter is not readily deter-
mined so that the influence of deviation from a spherical shape and effective 
size is not readily assessed. 
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c. Packing Constant 
The packing constant for all of these tests was taken to be 0.575. Re-
ferring to Appendix A, Figure A2, it is observed that for aluminum oxide 
particles, the factor varies with particle diameter. It is easy to assess the 
influence on soil erosion predictions caused by over- or under-estimates in 
the packing factor because of the manner in which the factor enters the ero-
sion equation. By referring to the equations in Appendix B one observes that 
the erosion rate varies inversely with the packing factor. Thus, if the pack-
ing factor was over-estimated by say 20% so that it should have been 0.46 
rather than 0.575, then the erosion predictions would have been 20% higher. 
Such a change would have shifted the predictions higher in Figure 1 with the 
effect that the average prediction of maximum erosion rate would be closer 
to the measured erosion depths. 
d. Internal Friction Angle 
A 27-degree internal friction angle was used in the erosion computations. 
Figure A 1 indicates the friction angle for various diameter aluminum oxide 
particles varies substantially with particle diameter. The influence of inter-
nal friction on the theoretical calculations can be determined from Equations 
(B3) and (B19). These equations indicate the rate of soil erosion is propor-
tional to the difference in the shearing stress T exerted on the surface by the 
gas and the soil resistance to shear T*. The internal friction angle Q' only 
enters into the T* term. Now, suppose Q' was increased from 27 to 40.5 
degrees. If the frictional restraint is small compared to the cohesive re-
straint, this increase in Q' would not cause a significant increase in T*, and 
therefore, the change in Q' would not influence the erosion rate. If the fric-
tional restraint is large compared to the cohesive restraint, the same in-
crease in Q' would increase the value of T* by a factor of 1.65 (equal to tan 
40. 5/tan 27). Now, whether this increase in T* effects the rate of erosion 
depends on the relative magnitudes of T and T*. If T is large compared to T*. 
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the inc reas e in T* has a negligible influence on the erosion rate. While, if T 
is only a little larger than T*, a small change in T* has a large influence on the 
erosion rate. 
The influence of changes in Q' in the theoretical erosion predictions can 
be examined quantitatively for parameters similar to those used in the erosion 
tests. Since most of the erosion occurs while the nozzle is at or near the 
hover position, the comparison will be made at a typical nozzle height of O. 1 
foot. The influence of Q' on the erosion rate will, of course, be different at 
a much higher height. But, even so, the total erosion observed during a 
descent to hover will depend upon the rate of erosion during the final stages 
of des cent. The surface loading conditions in this illustration are bas ed on 
the same nominal engine conditions used in computing the theoretical erosion 
rate curve in Figure 4. For these conditions the maximum shear stress T 
exerted on the soil surface is about 5. 7 psL A surface composed of 100 
micron diameter particles produces shear restraints T* of 0.015 and 0.025 psf 
for Q' equal to 27 and 40. 5 degrees, respectively. In either case, the maxi-
mum erosion rate is about 0.63 in/ Sec. On the other hand, a surface com-
posed of 10000 micron diameter particles (the largest size used in the tests) 
produces shear restraints of 1. 5 and 2.5 psf for Q' equal to 27 and 40.5 degrees, 
respectively. On this surface the maximum erosion rate is reduced from 5. 9 
to 4.4 in/sec as Q' is increased from 27 to 40.5 degrees. This 50 percent 
increase in Q' causes about a 25 percent reduction in erosion rate. These 
calculations indicate that near the hover nozzle height (where the erosion rate 
is largest) a 50 percent increase in internal friction angle has a negligible 
effect on the total erosion for the smallest particles used in the tests; and the 
same increase in Q' causes about a 25 percent decrease in the total erosion for 
the largest particles used in the test. 
e. Soil Density 
An examination of the soil erosion equations in Appendix B shows that the 
density enters the T* terms and also is in the denominator of the erosion rate 
expression, Equation (B3). For the smaller particles, a change in a has no 
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effect on T*. Thus, if the density was decreased by 10 percent, the pre-
dicted rate would be increased by 10 percent for the smallest diameter 
particles. For the larger diameter particles, a decrease in density causes 
a detectable decrease in T*, and therefore, an additional increase in erosion 
rate. However. even for the largest diameter particles used in the experi-
ments " a 10-percent decrease in density produces approximately a 10-percent 
increase in erosion rate. 
f. Non Constant Descent Velocity 
The erosion predictions were all based on a constant descent velocity. If 
the velocity actually varied during descent, the predicted erosion would be in-
creased or decreased, depending on whether the descent velocity near the 
hover position was below or above the average value. Anassessment ofthls effect 
can be inferred from Figure 4, which shows the variation of erosion rate with 
particle diameter for a 0.1-foot nozzle height and a 100 psf chamber pressure. 
In Test 5, the des cent velocity was 1. 184 ft/ sec, and the total drop time 
was 2.64 seconds. Suppose, for example, the velocity increased linearly 
with time during descent and consider the time required to reach a height of 
0.233 foot (0.1 feet above the hover height). This time for Test 5 would be 
2.5974 seconds, while for a constant descent velocity it would require 2.5566 
seconds to reach the same position. For the constant descent case, the soil 
surface would be exposed to the erosive action of the gases 0.0408 second 
longer than for the nonconstant des cent case during the remaining O. 1 foot 
of descent. A representative value of the erosion rate is given by the curve 
in Figure 4, which for the 1296 micron diameter particles in Test 5 is about 
3 in/sec. Multiplying this rate by the time difference 0.0408 gives 0.12 inch. 
Thus, these computations indicate the erosion depth for the constant descent 
case would be about 0.1 inch deeper than for the nonconstant descent case. 
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3. APPLICABILITY OF THEORY 
This investigation indicated a limited degree of correlation between theory 
and test. Apparently an uncertainty factor of about 5 should be applied to 
theoretical predictions of eros ion depths. Although this factor may seem 
somewhat large, it is surprising that it is so small when one considers the 
expe rimental evidence of real phenomena not taken into cons ide ration in the 
theo ry. 
Tests have shown that turbulence gives rise to random fluctuations in 
both the lift and drag forces acting on surface par:ticles. The theory as sume s 
only a deterministic shear stress (drag) to be acting on the particles, and 
therefore, only provides an estimate of the average erosion. If the variation 
is small (small standard deviation) and the theory accounts for all first-
order effects, the estimate of average erosion should be close to the erosion 
measured in test. And, conversely, if the variation is large or the theory 
neglects important effects, the estimates of average erosion could differ 
from test by an order of magnitude or more. During an actual lunar landing, 
additional sources of randomnes s would be anticipated, such as surface un-
dulations and random variations in soil properties. 
Examples of other real phenomena, which influence erosion, are in-
dicated in the pressures measured when retro-rocket gases impinge on flat 
plates. For example, the surface pressure loadings presented in Figure 8 
of Reference 11 show that the pressure often has one peak each side of the 
lower pressure measured at the stagnation point. This behavior was also 
observed by Clark in Reference 12. Stitt's data also showed that even for 
some nozzles in which a "bell shaped" surface pressure was observed (the 
type predicted by Roberts' theory) the pressures did not vary inversely as 
the square of the nozzle height. In fact in Figure 8C, the two bell- shaped 
pressure distributions for different nozzle heights are essentially the same, 
even though the nozzle heights ratios were 13. 8/3. 1 = 4.45. According to 
Roberts' theoFY the pressures should differ by a factor of 20. In Figure 8B 
of Reference ii, two nozzle heights differ by a ratio of 14. 1/2.2 = 6.4, and 
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therefore, the pressures should differ by a factor of 41. However, Stitt's 
data show them to have the same stagnation pressure. Realizing that real 
flow conditions can produce surface loading conditions which differ substan-
tially from Roberts' theory, a factor of uncertainty of about 5 for erosion 
predictions is not excessive. 
It has been pointed out that the erosion theory was only meant to be valid 
when the nozzle exit radius is small compared to the nozzle height. Since 
in many of the tests the hover height was less than the nozzle exit radius, 
theory would not be expected to be in close agreement with test. However, 
above the critical height h the theory should be applicable. The critical 
c 
nozzle height criteria are somewhat obscure because, generally by the time 
the nozzle reaches the hover position, erosion has occurred, and the distance 
from the nozzle to the soil surface directly below the nozzle is larger than 
h even though the height above the original surface is much less than h . 
c c 
As a result, it is difficult to determine at what time in any test the theory 
becomes invalid. In any event, at times when the nozzle is above the height 
h and when only small erosion has occurred, the theory should be applicable. 
c 
However, the comparisons between theo ,ry and experiment indicated more 
disagreement during descent than during hover. 
There are two major sources of potential error in the vis cous erosion 
theory. These errors are in the predictions of surface loadings which cause 
the erosion, and the differential equation describing the erosion rate may 
not include all first order effects. It is believed that more accurate predic-
tions are possible and can be made if some of the recommendations made 
here are followed. 
CON CL USIONS 
Calculations of jet blast erosion, based on an existing theory, were made 
to compare with 32 experimental tests. These calculations and tests included 
variations in jet thrust, descent speed, and soil particle size. Comparisons 
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of the theoretical and experimental results lead to the following conclusions: 
1. A comparison of predicted and obs erved erosion depths for 143 time and surface locations indicated the predictions to be accurate within a factor of two 43 percent of the time, 
and within a factor of four 87 percent of the time. 
2. During descent the average predictions were biased on the 
side of underestimating the erosion with the average only 
slightly biased by the end of the descent period. 
3. No single or simple modification to the existing theory improved the overall agreement with experimental data. 
4. Both theory and experiment indicate a slow cautious descent can result in a large crater at touchdown, and 
the descent mode that results in the smallest crater 
would be a thrust-free drop from the greatest height the 
structure can safely tolerate. 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
This investigation indicated a need for additional experiments designed 
to provide a more basic understanding of the entire erosion phenomena 
before an improved erosion theory can be formulated. The recommendati9ns 
outlined here involve both experimental and theoretical investigations con-
cerned with surface loading conditions, the mechanism governing soil dis-
lodgment and entrainment in the flowing gas, and the formulation of pro-
cedures for predicting soil erosion. 
1. FLOW FIELD INVESTIGATION 
a. Comparis on of Theoretical and Measured Surface Loadings 
Static and dynamic pres sures should be measured on flat plates and sur-
faces having shapes similar to eroded soil surfaces for nozzle height and 
descent conditions in the tests. Also, shear stresses exerted on rough 
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surfaces should be measured. These measured loadings can then be com-
pared with theoretical loadings to provide an assessment of gas flow-field 
theory. Tests have indicated surface loadings can change drastically with 
nozzle height and may differ by an order of magnitude from theoretical pre-
dictions. Hence, even if the differential equation governing soil eros ion is 
exact, it would be expected that the predicted erosion would also differ from 
observed erosion by an order of magnitude. 
b. Develop a Surface Loading Theory 
Following Step a, an assessment of the accuracy of the theoretical surface 
loading predictions will be available and, if necessary, a modified or new 
theory can be formulated. One defect of the loading theory, which was clearly 
evident at low nozzle heights, was the influence of a nonzero nozzle exit radius. 
One modification required in the theory is to extend its applicability to lower 
nozzle heights. Roberts ' defined the azimuth angle to be tan e = r / h. This 
resulted in the predictions of small surface pressures below the nozzle lip 
when the nozzle is close to the surface. A simple modification that comes 
to mind could be to define tan e to be (r - r ) / h when r :> rand 0 when 
r < r . 
e 
e e 
This has the effect of making the pressure constant below the nozzle 
and to decay at radial distance greater than r. However, such a simple 
e 
modification indicates that the gas radial velocity and dynamic pressure is 
zero between r = 0 and r = r. This infers that gas impacts the soil nor-
e 
mally between r = 0 and re and diffuses into the. soil. Such a simple modifi-
cation is not adequate, but something of this type may lead to a better pre-
diction of loading below the nozzle for small nozzle heights. 
c. Investigate Soil Erosion Mechanism 
Experimental investigations should be devised and conducted to show the 
the rate at which soil is removed from a surface under the action of a 
known flow over the surface. These tests should also clarify how much 
erosion is due to viscous shear stresses and to soil dislodgment from the 
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normal impact of the gas. Such test results will aid in the formulation of 
the differential equation governing soil erosion. For example, this would 
resolve the question of whether it is adequate to merely account for the 
erosion from viscous action as in the existing theory, or must the erosion 
produced by normal surface stresses also be considered. 
2. DEVELOPMENT OF SOIL EROSION THEORIES 
Two procedures could be devised for predicting soil erosion caused by 
jet impingement. Both procedures utilize an upgraded differential equation 
governing the soil erosion caused by imping ing ga s loadings as developed 
from the results of Item c. 
The first method is similar to the one presently used in that surface 
loadings are determined from engine conditions and the corresponding sur-
face erosion determined from the governing erosion equation. The second 
method begins with experimental surface loadings obtained from tests 
conducted by firing onto flat and curved plates, or, from theoretical surface 
loadings based on more exact real gas theories which satisfy the appropriate 
boundary conditions for curved and flat plates. Then these loadings can be 
used in conjunction with the upgraded soil erosion differential equation to 
determine the suface erosion. In these procedures, it is tacitly assumed 
the surface erosion has a negligible influence on the gas flow field. 
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APPENDIX A 
SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
All parameters used in this investigation are presented in this appendix. 
Table A1 lists the chamber pressure p and temperature T , while Table A2 
c c 
lists the times at the end of nozzle descent and thrust cutoff. Figures A1 
and A2 present experimental data provided by the Langley Research 
Center regarding the internal friction angle Q' and packing factor c for glass 
beads, alwninwn oxide and graphite particles. In the erosion computations 
performed during this study, the friction angle and packing constant were 
taken to be 27 degrees and 0.575, respectively. The use of a constant pack-
ing factor, which is independent of particle diameter, is consistent with the 
theoretical values obtained in Reference 13. In this reference, it was found 
that for a given type of packing, the packing factor is independent of particle 
diameter. 
Table A3 gives a complete list of parameter values for the 32 tests. Most 
of the parameter values are given in References 1 and 2 where a detailed 
description of the tests is presented. The soil mass density (j was computed 
from the specific gravity listed in Reference 1. The packing factor c and 
friction angle Q' for gravel, Tests 9 and 10, were assumed to be the· same as 
for glass beads. The value used for A h of 5 x 10- 17 lb-ft is the value 
co 
suggested by Roberts (Reference 5). The descent velocity V was computed 
v 
from the des cent time tabulated in Table A2, and the nozzle heights given in 
References 1 and 2. 
In Table A3 the symbol E is us ed to denote the exponent of 10 by which the 
number is multiplied. For example, the gas viscosity for Test 1 is listed as 
3.9E-7, which corresponds to the value 3.9 x 10- 7 Ib sec/H2. The soil par-
ticle density for the same test is 6.80 x 10- 4 ft. 
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TABLE AI. - CHAMBER PRESSURES AND TEMPERATURES 
Test No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
15 
16 
19 
24 
25 
26 
Pressure, psi Tempe rature Pressure, psi Temperature 
Pc oR Test No. Pc 
1. 76 501.0 28 2.45 
1. 87 495.0 29 1. 75 
1. 6 3 502.0 31 1. 55 
0.64 506.0 32 1. 65 
0.60 507.0 35 1. 68 
0.64 515.0 37 1. 83 
0.45 506.0 38 1. 95 
0.65 508.0 39 1. 87 
0.60 507.0 46 2.55 
0.60 516.0 47 1. 18 
2. 30 529.6 48 0.78 
1. 70 520.6 49 5.13 
1. 80 528.6 51 1. 73 
3.90 517.6 52 3.28 
5.60 519.4 54 1. 73 
2.10 523.6 55 4.72 
TABLE A2. - TIMES AT END OF NOZZLE DESCENT 
AND THRUST CUTOFF~:c 
Test End of Thrust Test End of Thrust 
No. nozzle cut-off, No. nozzle cut-off, 
descent, sec. descent, sec. 
sec. sec. 
1 0.35 8.95 28 1. 56 3.00 
2 0.29 3.92 29 0.82 2.00 
3 0.54 4.86 31 0.65 2.00 
4 0.96 5.94 32 1.86 1. 99 
5 2.64 5.91 35 1.66 2.03 
6 2.76 5.79 37 1. 55 2.00 
7 4.02 5.94 38 1. 58 2.02 
8 3.64 5.90 39 1. 69 2.00 
9 3.94 5.91 46 1.41 2.00 
10 2.66 5.98 47 1. 42 1. 98 
15 1. 37 3.12 48 1. 44 1. 99 
16 1. 45 5.05 49 1. 47 Z.01 
19 0.89 3.99 51 1. 39 1. 99 
24 1. 58 3.01 52 1.42 2.01 
25 1. 44 3.15 54 1. 30 2.00 
26 1. 37 2.34 55 1.37 1. 99 
* Time given is model time. 
Ze ro time is start of nozzle des cent. 
oR 
510.6 
515.6 
523.6 
530.6 
515.6 
523.6 
527.6 
513.6 
510.6 
517.6 
523.6 
527.6 
510.6 
506.6 
507.6 
508.6 
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TABLE A3. - SOIL EROSION PARAMETERS 
(Model Dimensions) 
PARAMETER 
ENGINE (Gu Type) 
y (dimensionless) 
Me (dimensionless) 
re (ft) 
2 20 R (ft /see R) 
T (oR) 
c 
\J c (lb sect ft 2) 
Pc (psi) 
Pc (psf) 
~ 
D (ft) 
D (microns) 
a (slug/ft3) 
c (dimensionless) 
a (deg) 
a (rad) 
Acoh (1b-ft) 
Tcoh (psf) 
MISCELLANEOUS 
8 (ft/sec2) 
ho (ft) 
hl (ft) 
tl (sec) 
Vv (ft/see) 
&2 (dimensionless) 
A-4 
TEST NUMBER 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
He He He He He He H. He 
1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 
2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 
0.1108 0.1108 0.1108 0.1108 0.1108 0.1108 0.1108 0.1108 
12,430 12,430 12,430 12,430 12,430 12,430 12,430 12,430 
501.0 495.0 502.0 506.0 507.0 515.0 506.0 508.0 
3.9E-7 3.8E-7 3.9E-7 3.9E-7 4.0E-7 3.9E-7 3.9E-7 3.9E-7 
1.76 1.87 1.63 0.64 0.60 0.64 0.45 0.65 
253.4 269.3 234.7 92.2 86.4 92.2 64.8 93.6 
Glass Glass 
6.80E-1 6. 80E-
207. 207. 
4.85 4.85 
0.575 0.575 
27 27 
0.471 0.471 
5E-17 5E-17 
a o 
32.2 32.2 
2.07 2.07 
0.138 0.296 
0.35 0.29 
5.520 6.117 
0.25 0.25 
Glass 
4.25E-
1296. 
4.85 
0.575 
27 
0.471 
5E-17 
o 
32.2 
3.26 
0.240 
0.54 
5.593 
0.25 
Glass Glass Glass Glass Glass 
4.25E-3 4.25E-3 1.91E-3 1.06E-3 3.50E-4 
1296. 
4.85 
0.575 
27 
0.471 
5E-17 
o 
32.2 
3.26 
0.112 
0.96 
3.279 
0.25 
1296. 
4.85 
0.575 
27 
0.471 
5E-17 
o 
32.2 
3.26 
0.133 
2.64 
1.184 
0.25 
583. 324. 106. 
4.85 4.85 4.85 
0.575 0.575 0.575 . 
27 27 27 
0.471 0.471 0.471 
5E-17 5E-17 5E-17 
o o a 
32.2 32.2 32.2 
3.26 3.26 3.26 
0.133 0.117 0.128 
2.76 4.02 3.64 
1.133 0.782 0.860 
0.25 0.25 0.25 
TABLE A3. - SOIL EROSION PARAMETERS (Continued) 
(Model Dimensions) 
PARAMETER 
~NGINE (Gas Type) 
y (dimensionless) 
Me (dimensionless ) 
r (ft) 
e 
R (ft 2/see 2oR) 
T (oR) 
c 
\l c (lb sec/ft2) 
Pe (psi) 
p e (ps f) 
~ 
D (ft ) 
D (microns) 
o (sl ug/ ft 3) 
c ( dimens ionless ) 
0. (deg) 
0. (rad) 
Aeoh ( lb- ft) 
Tcoh (psf) 
~ISCELLANEOUS 
2 g (ft/sec ) 
t1 (sec) 
V (ft/sec) 
v 
a 2 (dimensionless ) 
TEST NUMBER 
9 10 15 16 19 24 25 26 
He He He He He He He He 
1.67 1. 67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1 . 67 
2. 68 2. 68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2. 68 
0. 1108 0 .1108 0.1108 0. 1108 0.1108 0. 1108 0 . 1108 0.110 8 
12,430 12,430 12,430 12,430 12,430 12,430 12,430 12,430 
507.0 516.0 529.6 520.6 528.6 517.6 519.4 523.6 
3.9E-7 4.0E-7 4.0E-7 4.0E-7 4.0E-7 4.0E-7 4.0E- 7 4.0E-7 
0.60 0.60 2. 30 1. 70 1.80 3.90 5.60 2.10 
86.4 86.4 331. 244.8 259. 561. 6 806.4 302.4 
Gravel Gravel Glass Glass Glass Glass "Glass Glass 
1.57E-2 2.59E-2 2.13E-4 2.13E-4 3.12E-2 3.2 7E- 3 3.27E-3 3.28E-3 
4795. 7905. 64.8 64.8 9525. 997.9 997.9 1000. 
5.23 5.23 4.85 4.85 4.85 4.85 4.85 4.85 
0 .575 0.575 0 .575 0.5 75 0.575 0.575 0.575 0.575 
27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 
0 .471 0.471 0.471 0.471 0.471 0.471 0.471 0.471 
5E-17 5E-17 5E-17 5E-17 5E-17 5E-17 5E-17 " 5E-17 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
32. 2 32.2 32.2 32. 2 32.2 32 .2 32.2 32.2 
3.26 3.26 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 
0 .112 0 .117 0 .0469 0 .0730 0.0515 0 .0781 0.0622 0.0730 
3.94 2.66 1.37 1.45 0. 89 1.58 1.44 1.37 
0 . 799 1.182 2.535 2.377 3.897 2.178 2.401 2. 516 
0 .25 0 .25 0 .25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
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TABLE A3. - SOIL EROSION PARAMETERS (Continued) 
(Model Dimensions) 
PARAMETER 
;ENGINE (Gaa Type) 
y (dimensionless) 
Me (dimensionless) 
re (ft) 
R (ft2/see2oR) 
T (oR) 
e 
\.Ie (lb see/ft2) 
p~ (psi) 
Pc (psf) 
~ 
D (ft) 
D (microns) 
o (slug/ft)) 
e (diminesion1ess) 
a (deg) 
a (rad) 
Aeoh (lb-ft) 
T eoh (psf) 
MISCELLANEOUS 
g (ft/sec2) 
t1 (sec) 
Vv (ft/see) 
82 (dimensionless) 
A-6 
28 
He 
1.67 
2.68 
29 
He 
1.67 
2.68 
31 
He 
1.67 
2.68 
TEST NUMBER 
32 35 
He He 
1.67 1.67 
2.68 2.68 
37 
He 
1.67 
2.68 
38 
He 
1.67 
2.68 
39 
He 
1.67 
2.68 
0.1108 0.1108 0.1108 , 0.1108 0.1108 0.1108 0.1108 0.1108 
12,430 12,430 12,430 12,430 12,430 12,430 12,430 12,430 
510.6 515.6 523.6 530.6 515.6 523.6 527.6 513.6 
3.9E-7 4.0E-7 4.0E-7 4.1E-7 4.0E-7 4.0E-7 4;lE-7 4.0E-7 
2.45 1. 75 1.55 1.65 1.68 1.83 1.95 1.87 
352.8 252.0 223.2 23.7.6 241.9 263.5 280.8 269.3 
G1aas Glass G18ss Glass Glass Glass Glass Glass 
1.62E-3 1.62E-3 1.62E-3 1.62E-3 1.62E-3 1.62E-3 1.62E-3 1.62E-3 
492. 492. 492. 492. 492. 492. 492. 492. 
4.85 4.85 4.85 4.85 4.85 4.85 4.85 4;85 
0.575 0.575 0.575 0.575 0.575 0.575 0.575 0.575 
27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 
0.471 0.471 0.471 0.471 0.471 0.471 0.471 0.471 
5E-17 5E-17 5E-17 5E-17 5E-17 5E-17 5E-17 5E-17 
o 0 0 0 000 0 
32.2 32.2 32.2 32.2 32.2 32.2 32.2 32.2 
3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 
0.0832 0.104 0.0418 0.0367 0.125 0.156 0.223 0.312 
1.56 0.82 0.65 1.86 1.66 1.55 1.58 1.69 
2.203 4.166 5.351 1.873 2.045 2.170 2.087 1.898 
0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
TABLE A 3. - SOIL E ROSION P ARAMETERS (Concluded) 
(M ode l Dimensions) 
TEST NUMBER 
PARAMETER 46 47 48 49 51 52 54 
ENGINE (Gas Type) He He He He He He He 
y (dimensionless) 1. 67 1. 67 1. 67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 
H (dimensionlesli ) 2. 68 2. 68 2. 68 2. 68 2.68 2.68 2.68 
e 
r 
e 
(ft) 0. 1108 0 . 1108 0 . 1108 0.1108 0.1108 0.1108 0.1108 
2 20 R(ft /sec R) 12,430 12, 430 12, 430 12,430 12,430 12,430 12,430 
T (oR) 510 . 6 517 .6 523. 6 527.6 510.6 506.6 507.6 
c 
2 4. 0E-7 4.0E-7 4. 0E-7 4.1E-7 4.0E-7 4.0E-7 4.0E-7 ~ c (lb sec/ft ) 
Pc (psi ) 2. 55 1.18 0 . 78 5.13 1. 73 3.28 i.73 
Pc (psf ) 36 7. 2 169.9 112 .3 724.3 249.1 472.3 249.1 
~ Glas s Glass Glass Glass Glass Glass Glass 
D (ft ) 1. 62E- 3 1. 62E-3 1. 62E- 3 1.62E-3 4.25E-3 4.25E-3 4.25E-3 
D (microns) 492. 492. 49 2. 492. 1296. 1296. 1296. 
3 
o (slug/ft ) 4. 85 4.85 4.85 4. 85 4.85 4.85 4.85 
c (di mensionless) 0. 575 0 . 575 0 .5 75 0.575 0.575 0.575 0.575 
a (deg) 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 
a (rad) 0.4 71 0 .471 0 . 471 0.471 0.471 0.471 0.471 
A 
coh (lb-ft) 5E-17 5E- 17 5E- 17 5E- 17 5E-17 5E-17 5E-17 . 
T 
coh (psf) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MISCELLANEOUS 
2 g (ft / sec ) 32. 2 32.2 32.2 32.2 32.2 32.2 32.2 
h (ft) 3. 52 3.52 3.52 3. 52 3.52 3.52 3.52 
0 
hI ( f t ) 0 . 0628 0 . 0628 0 . 0628 0.0673 0.0571 0.0577 0.0470 
t1 (sec) 1.41 1.42 1. 44 1.47 1.39 1.42 1.30 
V (ft/sec) 
v 
2.45 2 2. 435 2.401 2. 349 2.491 2.439 2.672 
a2 (dimensionless ) 0. 25 0. 25 0 .25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
55 
He 
1.67 
2.68 
0.1108 
12,430 
508.6 
4.0E-7 
4.72 
679.6 
Glass 
4.25E-3 
1296. 
4.85 
0.575 
27 
0.471 
5E-17 
0 
32.2 
3.52 
0.0520 
1.37 
2.531 
0.25 
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APPENDIX B 
ROBERTS' THEORY 
The equations used to predict soil erosion caused by rocket gases im-
pinging on soil surfaces are presented in this appendix. The presentation 
begins with a brief description of Roberts' development of the equations. 
This introduction is followed by a listing of the gas flow field equations and 
equations governing soil erosion. The appendix concludes with comments 
concerning several of the equations listed and graphical presentations of 
typical flow field variables predicted from Roberts' theory. 
1. ROBERTS' DERIVATION 
In References 4 and 5. Roberts first develops a description of the gas 
flow field caused by gases emanating from a nozzle located a distance h 
above a flat soil surface. He then develops a theory describing the rate at 
which the soil surface erodes under the action of the gas vis cous forces 
generated while the gas flows symmetrically along the soil surface away 
from the stagnation point. 
The development of the gas flow field equations begins with an assump-
tion regarding the spatial variation of gas density as it emanates from the 
nozzle. Then, by applying perfe ct gas theory, analytical expres sions are 
developed which describe the gas radial velocity and static and dynamic 
pres sures along the flat rigid surface. 
The static pressure is obtained by imposing the condition that the gas 
momentum normal to the surface is destroyed, while the gas momentum 
parallel to the surface is unaffected by the surface. It is then as sumed the 
gas flowing parallel to the soil surface exerts viscous shearing stresses on 
the soil which may dislodge soil particles and entrain them in the flowing 
gas. In essence, this procedure considers the surface to be infinitely rigid 
B-1 
I 
L 
with respect to vertical pressure loading, but has a finite shearing resis-
tance to the viscous shear stresses parallel to the soil-gas interface 
The development of the equation governing the rate of soil removal 
caused by the viscous shearing stresses begins with the postulated im-
pulse -momentum relation 
(~m) v = A (or - T *) 6. t (B1 ) 
which relates the momentum imparted to a soil mas s element 6.m to the 
impulse caused by the viscous shear stresses. In Equation (B1), v is 
the velocity imparted to the elemental soil mass, A is the cross-sectional 
area of the mas s element, T is the 
viscous shear stress acting on the 
soil mass, and T* is the soil restrain-
ing shear stress due to friction and 
cohesion between the soil grains that 
must be exceeded before erosion can 
begin. The coordinate system used 
in this derivation is shown in Figure 
B1. 
Figure B 1. - Coordinate System 
The element of soil mass and its velocity is then written as 
6.m = <TcA(Ay) cosl3 
(B2) 
v = au/2 
where <TC is the soil bulk mass density (c is the packing factor which is also 
equal to 1 minus the soil porosity), 6.y is the element of erosion depth, tan 13 
is the slope of the surface, u is the radial velocity of the gas, and (a/2) is 
the effective proportion of the gas velocity imparted to the soil particle. The 
partial differential equation describing the rate of erosion is obtained by 
taking the limit of Equation (B1). A list of the entire set of equations gover-
ning soil erosion follows. 
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2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
Erosion Equation 
h = 2 (T - T *) 
d t au (fC cos (3 (B3) 
Flow Field Equations 
RTe [. -
1 ~l 2 2-y --E- (R4) u = y-:-1 Ps 
JY~l [~ 1-y u Y -1 ] Mi = JyR T = (BS ) 
q = Y [ 1 - (~s) ¥](-t) ~ (B6 ) y-1 P s 
1 
( ~] Y -1 qmax = P s (B 7) 
Jy 21' r (y-1) (k+4) 
h (at qma) = -1 (B8) 
= (cos e ) (k+4) (cos (3)2 [1-tan e tan f3J 2 (B9) 
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J 
tan e 
P s 
P
r 
h 
c 
k 
h(t) 
h1 (t) 
B-4 
= 
= 
2q 
P = -2-
u 
.Y:.!. 
2" 
r 
, tan{3 = Q:i 
h " 0 r 
Pr 
min 
k~2 (:.) 
J + YM;] Pc 
2 
P r 
" [1 " -1 r- 1 + M2 -2- e 
reV k+2 = 2 
2 
= ,,(,,-1) M e 
= h1 (t) + a 2 y(t) max 
=\:; 
-
V t o ~ t ~ t1 v 
t > t1 
(Bl0) 
(B11 ) 
(B 12) 
(B1 3) 
(B14) 
(B1S) 
(B 16) 
(B17) 
Erosive Viscous Shear St r es s 
T= C q £ 
Soil Shear Stres s Restrai nt 
- 3 
T,,', = <JcDg cos (3 tan a - <JcDg sin{3 + A h D + T h 
co co 
s = 
Momentum Factor 
-1 
a = .5+ j .25 + ~ - 1 
18fJ. h [ 
-<J-D72:-j-;R==T=cc={k=+=4=) =. 1 + 
(k+2)DCD Pr 
72 j2 fJ. \/Rl '-
c c 
Reynolds Numbers 
= 
puD 
fJ. 
pur 
fJ. 
Particle Drag and Friction Coefficients 
(B 18) 
(B19) 
(B20) 
(B21 ) 
(B22) 
(B23) . 
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Although most of the preceding equations, in conjunction with the definition 
of parameters, need no explanation, several equations need some clarification. 
In Roberts 1 formulation, it was assumed the nozzle height was large com-
pared to the erosion depth. This appears to be a valid assumption for most 
cases of erosion by retro-rocket gases during lunar landing. However, 
during some of the erosion experiments, the erosion depth was even larger 
than the nozzle height above the original uneroded surface. 
As a result, the nozzle height equation (B16) is modified slightly through 
the introduction of the nondimensional factor a 2 to account for an effective 
increase in nozzle beight as the erosion crater forms. Such a modification 
allows theory to predict a limiting crater depth for long hover periods, which, 
of course, would occur in a real situation. The value of a 2 used in the cal-
culations performed here is 0.25. This value was selected empirically 
during the erosion computations performed in Reference 10, wherein this 
nozzle height modification was first introduced. In the earlier erosion com-
putations it appeared that a 2 = 0.25 provided about the l1best
11 agreement 
between theory and test. 
-3 The shear stress expression T* contains two terms A hD and T h 
co co 
which account for the cohesion between soil grains. Both of these terms are 
not used simultaneously in the same erosion computations. They merely 
permit the accounting for soil cohesion in one of two ways. If a value of soil 
cohesion is known, then that value is assigned to T h and A h is set equal 
co co 
to zero. Roberts suggested that the soil cohesion could be expressed in 
terms of the particle diameter; and from test data he estimated A h to be 
-17 co 
5 x 10 lb-ft. When a nonzero value of A h is used, the value of This 
co co 
set equal to zero. 
The expression for S (B21), differs slightly from the expression listed 
in Reference 5 because of typographical errors in Reference 5. Reference 5 
contains a factor e which should have been omitted. The factor k + 4 inside 
the brackets should have read k + 2. One further difference is that Roberts 1 
B-6 
intermediate parameter F was omitted so that S is expressed here directly 
in terms of p . 
r 
The particle drag and friction coefficients are based on experimental 
data obtained from drag measurements on spherical particles. For the drag 
coefficient CD' the length parameter in Reynolds number is based on the 
particle diameter. The friction coefficient Cf relates the shear stress acting 
on a surface particle to the local dynamic pressure. Since the shear stress 
depends on the local flow conditions at the particular point where the particle 
enters the flow, the appropriate length parameter in Reynolds number is the 
distance from the stagnation point to the particle location. 
In Reference 4, Roberts writes the aerodynamic shear stress as KT 
where the constant K depends on the nature of the flow over the surface and 
its action on surface particles. Roberts quotes Bagnold I S inve stigations 
of wind-blown dusts which indicated K to be approximately 35 for rough 
turbulent flow. The inference is that Cf is taken as a constant,and the 
viscous shear stress is K times Cr In the work presented here, Cf is not 
assumed to be constant but is expressed in terms of the local Reynolds 
number. In this manner the value of Cf is allowed to vary both with time 
and radial coordinate. Actually in the calculations, a factor K was mul-
tiplied by the value of Cf obtained from the corresponding local Reynolds 
number. In the calculations performed here, the value of K was set equal 
to 1. However, some calculations were made with other values of K to 
determine whether better agreement with test could be obtained. The 
conclusion was that a value of K different from 1 did give better agreement 
for some tests. However, the same constant would degrade the agreement 
in other tests. As a result, K was taken equal to 1 for all the comparisons 
presented here. 
Figures B2 through B5 present graphs showing typical variations in 
flow field variables. These figures are included merely to illustrate typical 
flow field variable s and how they vary with nozzle height and distance 
from the stagnation point. These data were obtained using Test 39 engine 
parameters. 
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APPENDIX C 
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL EROSION RESULTS 
The erosion observed in each of the 32 tests and the corresponding theo-
retical predictions are presented in this appendix. A separate figure con-
taining three main parts is presented for each test. 
Part (a) shows the theoretical erosion profiles and comparisons with the 
measured erosion depths at selected times. Contained in t his part of the 
figure are theoretical profiles for several times all displayed to a common 
scale. These same profiles are individually displayed with measured depths 
superimposed for comparison. The scale factor SF (in feet) is different in 
each comparison plot because the erosion depth varies with time and the re-
sults are displayed at various expanded scales. 
Part (b) shows the measured erosion profiles construct ed from tabular 
data of the erosion depth at discrete times and radial locations provided by 
the Langley Research Center. No attempt was made to fair curves through 
the data points. Rather, straight lines were connected bet ween the data 
points to provide a visual indication of the erosion profile. The numbers 
adjacent to the profiles correspond to the time in seconds (model time) after 
the beginning of engine des cent. 
Part (c) shows a curve of the variation in the maximum erosion depth with 
nondimensional time, with the measured maximum depths superimposed. 
Time was nondimensionalized by dividing the actual time by the descent time 
t 1 . Thus, nondimensional time less than 1 corresponds to times when the 
nozzle is descending, while times greater than 1 correspond to the nozzle in 
the hover position. In part (c) of Test 1. no test data points are shown 
because it appeared that over a range of radial distances, t he entire 4 inches 
of "soil" was already removed by the time the first profile is shown. 
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In examining the theoretical results in the 32 figures, it will be noted that 
the theoretical computations were often terminated well before thrust cutoff. 
This was becaus e computa tions became meaningles s whenever the predic ted 
depth exceeded the soil bed depth of 4 inches. Also, computations were 
terminated when theQretical predictions began to deviate substantially from 
measured erosion. This often occurred at nozzle heights significantly below 
the critical nozzle height h. At these heights, theory predicts erosion only 
c 
occurs over a narrow range between the stagnation point and a point directly 
below the nozzle lip. However, tests show erosion occurs well beyond the 
nozzle lip location. 
o 
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APPENDIX D 
FRICTION COEFFICIENT INVESTIGATIONS 
Included in this appendix are two memoranda concerned with investi-
gations of the friction coefficient Cf which we re conducte d at the beginning 
of this work. These investigations were motivated as a result of earlier 
erosion computations made using Roberts' theory which showed that a 
c onstant value of Cf did not predict erosion as obse rved during te sts. 
It was reasoned that if Roberts ' formulation provides an acceptable 
description of the first-order effe cts of soil erosion, then test data can be 
used to determine the spatial and time variation of Cf requi red to bring 
Roberts' theory into agreement with test results. Four tests (5, 10, 39 
and 55) were arbitrarily selected for these Cf computations. The philosophy 
of this procedure was to use these results to determine whether Cf was 
essentially constant, and if so, to determine a repr e sentative value; or if 
Cf varied, to determine the type of variation. Then from these results, 
a procedure would be proposed and followed in the theoretical erosion 
computations for each of the 32 te sts. 
The first memorandum (68 - 3343.5-49) displayed the variation of Cf 
averaged over time at each radial station ; and the variation of Cf averaged 
over the radial stations at each time. Also displayed were the corres-
ponding standard deviations. The resultant average values of Cf over all 
time and radial stations considered were 0.854,3.41, 1.30 and 1.47 for 
Tests 5, 10, 39 and 55, respectively. The Cf values ranged from about 
° to 12. As a result of the se calculations, it was concluded that Cf was 
not constant and a representative value for use in the subsequent erosion 
calculations did not appear to exist. 
The second memorandum (68.3340.4-23) investigated the possible 
correlation of the individual Cf values at each radial station and time with 
Reynolds number. A plot of these Cf values against particle Reynolds 
D-l 
___ .J 
l 
nwnber suggested an approximate correlation did exist in that C f did 
decrease with increasing Reynolds nwnber. Even though there was con-
siderable scatter in the data, the C f values tended to follow the trend of 
drag coefficients measured on spheres. On the basis of these investi-
gations, it was decided that the value of C f to be used in the erosion cal-
culations should be determined at each radial position and time on the 
basis of the local Reynolds nwnber and corresponding coefficient measur ed 
on spheres. 
Such a procedure is within the framework of the theory advanced by 
Roberts. Roberts indicated that the friction coefficient Cf and boundary 
layer thickness both depend on the Reynolds nwnber (Re). The length 
parameter in this Reynolds nurnber is the distance from the stagnation 
point to the radial station. If the functional relation between the drag 
coefficient measured on spheres and Reynolds nwnber R is represented 
e 
as Cf = f(R e ), then in the subsequent erosion calculations the friction 
coefficient was determined by the equation 
Roberts I formulation contains a term denoted by "a" which represents the 
velocity imparted to a soil particle to the velocity of the gas where the 
particle enters the gas stream. The particle is assumed to be accelerated 
by viscous and pressure drag forces. The expression derived by Roberts 
for "a" contains a pre ssure drag coefficient which he denote s as CD' 
Roberts also introduces the particle Reynolds number RD in which the 
length parameter is taken as the particle diameter. The particle drag 
coefficient used in the erosion calculations were made dependent on the 
particle Reynolds nwnber. (It should be mentioned that in the determina-
tion of the Cf values presented in the memorandwn CD was assumed 
constant and equal to 2. However, even if CD was made dependent on 
Reynolds number, the computed values of Cf would fall within the same 
s catte r band. ) 
D-2 
In the erosion calculations the value of CD was computed from the 
formula 
The experimentally determined drag coefficient on spheres presented 
in Figure 1.5 of Reference 14 is reproduced here in Figure D1. This 
same curve is superimposed in Figure 1 of memorandum 68-3340.4-23 
included in this appendix. 
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Figure D1. Drag Coefficient for Spheres as a Function 
of the Reynolds Number 
(Taken from Figure 1. 5 of Reference 14) 
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Introduction 
This memo presents friction coefficients calculated from three glass 
bead e r osion profiles and one gravel profile according to Roberts' erosion 
theory (Reference 1). The erosion test data was obtained by l owering a super-
sonic ga s jet over a bed of particles and mea suring erosion profiles using 
x-ray techniques. These data are presented i n References 2, 3 , and 4. The 
friction coefficient was calculated from these data for several times and 
at each time over radial stations . These values were used to compute averages 
and standard devia tions . First .. we present Roberts ' formulati on and the method 
used t o compute friction coefficients and then present the results . 
Discussion 
Roberts' formulation states the rate of soil erosion caused by retro -
rocket gas impingement is given by 
r 
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ocDg [COSt3 tanex - Sint3] + T coh (2 ) 
and "a" is a momentum factor .. u the gas radial velocity . 0 the soil particle 
mass density, c the packing constant: t3 the surface slope, y the erosion depth, 
t time. C the friction coefficient: q the dynamic pressure, D particle dia-
meter. ' g the gravitational acceleration, ex the soil friction angle and T h 
the soil cohesion stress. co 
Roberts states that Cf is essentially constant and equal t o O. ? . If 
test data is used. Equation (1) can be solve-l to determine the values of 
Cf at each radial station and time to agree with the observed erosion rate. 
For such calculations ( 1) is solved f or Cf to obtain 
~ a u 0 c Cost3 ~ + T* 
q 
By taking a range of t -;.mes and radial stations, and the measured erosion 
profiles at each time instant .. -Equation (3 ) 'ives the corresponding Cf value 
at each of these times and radial stations . These values can then be used to 
determine t he average values and stanctard deviations of Cf' If these data 
i ndica te a significant variation of Cf ' attempts can be made to correlate Cf 
with ~eynolds number or other system ~arameters. 
Results 
Data from four tests were used to determine Cf' The erosion profiles are 
presente0 in Appendix A and the input parameters a~ong with computer printout 
of the Cf computations are presented in Appendix B. All input values are pre-
sented III Appendix B. All input values are model dimensions. l'he dashed lines 
in the profile curves are either "faired in" data or extended profiles. 
Computations were made to determine the required value of ( f (r,t) necessary 
to match the observed erosion rates . Then averaee values and standard deviations 
were formed over radial stations at a given time and over time at each radial 
station. Finally a grand average and standard devia tion was calculated for 
each test. 
Figures 1-4 present the variation of average friction coefficient and 
standard deviation at each time and over radial stations for each test. 
The plots indicate that for both gravel and glass beads most average Cf 
values are greater than 0.2. The grand averages for glass beads were 
0.854, 1.30, 1.4 7 and for gravel 3 .41. The standard deviations were of the 
same magnitude indicating the large spread in Cf values. 
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FIGURE 1: TEST 5 
I t+++tt++ , I tttt f 
Variation of Average Friction Coefficient and Standard 
Deviation with Time and Radial Station (a) averages 
over radial stations (b) averages over time. 
For Test 5, Cf - .854 0 - 1. 06 
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Variation of Average Friction Coefficient and Standard 
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over radial stations (b) averages over time. 
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FIGURE 4. TEST" 55 
Variation of Average Friction Coefficient and Standard 
Deviation with Time and Radial Station (a) average 
over radial stations (b) averages over time. 
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APPENDIX A 
In Appendix A we present the erosion profiles for the four test 
cases. The dashed lines are either "faired in" or extended profiles. 
Tests 5, 39 and 55 are glass bead data and Test 10 is f or gravel. 
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APPENDIX B 
In this appendix we present the computations of the friction coefficients 
for Tests 5 and 10 (Reference 2) and Tests 39 and 55 (Reference 3). The input 
data listed at the top of each table are model dimensions. The friction angle 
and packing constant for glass was taken as 27 degrees and .575, respectively, 
and for Test 10 (gravel) the angle was measured from the slumped crater and 
the packing constant was assumed to he 0.40. 
Nozzle heights were computed using time at end of descent (References 2, 3), 
descent velocity and nozzle height at end of descent. To illustrate the data 
presented, see e.g., Table B-3. The nozzle heights presented correspond to 
the seven times shown in the next line. Erosion depths are the depths at each 
radial station shown above and each of the seven groups of erosion depths 
correspond to the times shown. For example, at t = 1.55 sec, the nozzle 
height is .599 and the erosion depth at r : .25 is .043 feet. These input 
values are used to compute the erosion profile slopes ii and erosion rates 
~ which is presented next, using the same format. 
Roberts momentum factor "a" is also printed at the corresponding nozzle 
height at each time. The matrix of Cf values is presented next, each of the 
seven groups represent one time and radial stations read across to the right. 
For example, Cf = 3.72153 is at t = 1.5 and r = .167 and Cf = 2.62118 is for 
t = 1.5 at r = .208. Next we present the test grand av.erage and standard 
deviation and then averages and standard deviations over radial stations 
and times using the same format. 
D-15 
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TEST NI • 5 
NeZ RAD • 
CHAM TEMP -
Table B-1 : Computation of Friction Coefficients 
Test 5 
.1108 II'T MACH NI • 2.68 
SOl OrG R CHAM VISC - 3.90000 [-7 lB 
CHAM PRESS- .6 PSI GAS CaNS 
-
12 ... 30 SQ rrT/SQ 
DRAG CIEF'- 2 HEAT RATI9- I .67 
sell orNS - ... 85 SlUG/CU rrTGRAV • 32.2 II'T/SQ src 
PART DIA 
-
.00 ... 2 'T eR 
-
1280 ... 9 MICR8NS 
C8HESUN 
- 0 PSIr' PACK C8NS - .575 FRleT ANG 
- 27 OEG 
orSCEN VEL- I • 11 'US£C 
NQlZZlE HEIGHTS .FEET 
.133 . 133 .133 .133 
TIME .SEC 
2.6 .. 3 5 
RAO STAYlINS .. n:rT 
.083 .125 .167 .208 
.291 .333 
[R0SUN DEPTHS ,,"£[T 
.125 .125 • 125 • 108 
.069 .05 
.115 .173 .169 .153 
• 10 .. .0'71 
.2'71 .211 .2.-6 .227 
• 163 • 129 
.319 • 31 .. .30 .. .28 ... 
• 221 .179 
D-16 
src/SQ 'T 
SEC DEG R 
.25 
.087 
.132 
.20.-
.25 ... 
-- --- -- ... _ _ .- - ~. --- I 
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Table B-1: Computation of Friction Coefficients 
Test 5 (Continued) 
EReSIIN PReF"ILE SL0PES 
0 0 -.102~1 -.228916 
-.222892 - • .-52381 
-.0 .. 7619 .-3.57 .... 3 [-2 -.120"82 -.222892 
- .367~7 -.7857U 
0 -. U881 -.26506 -.253012 
- ... 51807 -.80952 .. 
-.1190.-8 -8.92857 [-2 -.180723 -.301205 
-.451807 - I • 
FR0SIeN RATES .F"T/SEC 
.138889 .133333 .122222 .125 
9.72222 £-2 5.83333 E-2 
5.36765 [-2 5.36765 [-2 ... .- .. 853 [-2 .0'-375 
3.45588 [-2 2.90~"1 E-2 
.036 .03525 .03375 .03215 
.02925 .027 
.048 .043 .058 .057 
.058 .05 
VALUES 0F" N0N ZER0 C SUB F- 28 
MeMFNTUM F"ACT8RS AT EACH N0Z HFIGHT 
6.31838 E-3 6.31838 £-3 6.31838 £-3 6.31838 £-3 
- .23~9~ 
-.2.5.8. 
-.31!155~2 
-.379518 
.125 
~.30U7 
.0305 
.05 
[-2 
D-17 
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'''able B- 1 : Computa t i on of ? riction Coe f f i c i ents 
Te s t 5 (Continued) 
MATRIX e~ ~RICTIeN Cer~rICI£NTS C SUB' 
6.U18~ [-2 .163715 .380506 .81 ... 031 
3.90077 3.72225 
2.75 ... 95 [-2 6.70033 £-2 .1 ... 507 ... .333523 
1.255 ... 1.533 ... 1 
1 .9599~ [ - 2 ....23792 £-2 9.95308 £-2 .251081 
.991868 1.~2928 
2 .... 3936 E-2 5.25612 £-2 .113229 .386961 
1.78003 2.02118 
AVERAGE C SUB ~s .85~"'99 
STANDARD DEVIATIeH- 1.05836 
C SUB ,. TIME AVERAGE AT EACH RAO STA 
3.50052 [-2 8.14298 E-2 .199585 .... 61 ... 01 
1.98352 2.17818 
C SUB ~ STAND D[VIATIeN AT EACH RAO STA 
2.25535 E-2 5.58189 E-2 .12~378 .280707 
1 .31895 1.06191 
C SUB ~ AVERAGE eVER RAD STA AT EACH TlM[ 
1.60899 .586539 .... 7752 .7 ...... 9 .. 6 
C SUB ~ STAND DEVIATI0N AT EACH TIME 
1 .65959 .6069 .5"3206 .83379 .. 
D- 18 
--- ---~ 
2.15315 
.1"'3812 
.502898 
.169661 
1.0 ... 238 
.750t91 
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Table B-2: Computation of Friction Coefficient. 
Test 10 
TEST NO = 10 
NOZ RAD = • 11 OR loT MACH NO = 2.68 
CHt>M TEMP = 5iti DEG R CHAM VI SC = 4.00000 E-7 LR 
CHA~ PRESS= • 6 PST GAS. CONS = 12430 SQ fT/SQ 
DRJlG COEFP-: 2 HEAT HATIO- 1.67 
SOIL DENS = 5.23 SLUG/CU FlGRAV c 32.2 FTiSQ SEC 
PA~T DTA = .0259 FT OR = 7896.34 MICRONS 
COI-!ESION 0 PSF 
P.lICIo( CONS = .4 FRIeT ANG = 65 DEG 
DESCEN VEL= 1. 1 1 FUSEe 
NOZZLF. HEIGHTS .FEET 
.174 .117 .117 
TI MF. • SEC 
2.· 6 3 
?AD STATIONS .FE~T 
.0825 .125 
.29? .333 
F.P.OSTO~ DEPTHS .FEET 
.054 .071 
.()62 .054 
• ~Ll4 
.166 
• 144 
.092 
.235 
• 107 
• 1 6 7 
.375 
.0715 
.00'33 
• 142 
.061 
.221 
.09 
.069 
• 139 
.211 
SECI SO 
S~C Ut;G 
.07 
• 131 
• 1 ~ 6 
FT 
H 
D-19 
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Table B-2: Computation of Friction Coefficients 
Test 10 (Continued) 
EROSION PRO FI L i:. SLOP ES 
.4 • 1 4~0 1 2 - 1.20 482 }:;- 2 -4.~IY2R £- 2 -4.16667 t.- ~ 
-9. 63 R55 E- ? -.32349 4 -1. 0~~1 
-7. 05BR 2 E-2 -?.9 58 S'3 E-2 -3.01205 E-2 -6.62651 f- 2 - 'I. 14 2 156 t.- r. 
-.23494 -.39759 -.73R095 
-. 2 11765 -.136095 -.14457R -.150602 -. 2 6715':>7 
-. 536 145 -.45783 1 -.404762 
FRO ~ T I) 'l RATE S , FTf Si:,C 
. !J3? 5 • 1 ~ 2 S .1E- • 17':> • 1 ':>2 ':> 
.1625 .095 .13175 
6.7B'571 E-2 5.85714 £-2 5.10714 E-2 5.07143 £-2 .045 
3.71429 E-2 1.8928'6 E-2 2.91786 E-2 
.097 _ 
.091 .079 .072 .065 
.039 .015 .029 
VAL UES OF NON ZERO C SUB F= 24 
MO "" F.N TUM F{l C TOR ~ .A T EACH NOZ HEI GHT 
2 . !()411 E- 3 2 .55893 E-3 2.55893 1:.-3 
"1 AT R IY. OF FRICTIO:>l COEFFICIEL'JTS C SUB F 
.100835 • 15257 .270212 .570438 101 9 341 
2.39423 3.07141 3.62272 
5.??117 E-2 .138822 .428704 1.19992 3. 1939 ', 
5.79137 9.39508 13.9903 
5.48275 E-2 • 141546 .412327 1.14146 2.54013 
4.16024 8.68753 19.1763 
D-20 
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Table B-2: Computation of Friction Coefficients 
Test 10 (Continued) 
AVERAGE C SUB F= 3.41169 
STANDARD DEVIATION= 4.86404 
C SUB F TIME AVERAGE AT EACH RAD STA 
6.92914 E-2 .144313 .370414 
'loII52~ 7.05134 12.2631 
C SUA F STPND DEVIATION AT EACH RPD STP 
2-.73489 E-2 7.27938 E-3 8.71633 E-2 
1.69902 3.46483 7.91935 
C SUB F AVERAGE OVER RAD STA AT EACH TIME 
1.42198 4.2738 4.5393 
C SUE ~ STAND DEVIATION AT EACH TIME 
1.41269 5.11665 6.5859 
·970606 
.347786 
2.30917 
1.080013 
D-21 
1'able B-3: Computation of Fr iction CoefficiellLs 
Test 39 
TEST N0 - 39 
NeZ RAD 
- • 1108 I'T MACH N0 • 2.68 
CHAM TEMP. 512.6 DEG R CHAM VISC - ~.OOOOO E-7 LB 
CHAM PRESS- 1.87 PSI GAS C0NS 
-
12~30 SQ F'T/SQ 
DRAG C0EI'F'z 2 HEAT RATI0 .. 1.67 
S0IL DENS - <4.85 SLUG/CU F'TGRAV 
- 32.2 F'TI SQ SEC 
PART DIA • .00162 F'T 0R • <493.902 MICR0NS 
C0HESI0N .. 0 PSF' 
PACK CeNS = .575 F'RIeT ANG .. 27 DEG 
DESCEN VEL- 2.12 I'TlSEC 
N0ZZLE HEIGHTS .I'EET 
.705 .599 . .493 .397 
.312 ·312 
TIME • SEC 
1.5 1.55 1.6 1.65 
1.75 1.8 
RAO STATI0NS .. I'EET 
.167 .208 .25 ·292 
.375 • <41 6 .458 .5 
ER0SI0N DEPTHS ,I'EET 
.05 .042 .021 0 
0 0 0 0 
.083 .068 .043 .013 
0 0 0 0 
.138 • 101 .06<4 .043 
.006 0 0 0 
0167 .133 .107 .085 
.0<42 .012 0 0 
• 19 0158 .1<4 .108 
.058 .035 0 0 
.232 .211 .182 • 149 
0107 .06 0 0 
.262 .242 .22 0192 
0125 ·08 .008 0 
D-22 
SECI SQ F'T 
SEC DEG R 
.312 
1.7 
.333 
0 
0 
.029 
.067 
.081 
.122 
016 
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Table B-3: Computation of Fr i ction Coef f i c ient s 
Tes t 39 ( Continued) 
ERSSUN PRIIF'ILE SL0PES 
-. 195122 -.IH699 -.25 -.126506 0 
0 0 0 0 
-.365854 -.24096<11 -.327381 -.259036 -7.831 33 £-2 
0 0 0 0 
- .902439 -.445183 -.345238 -.210843 -.222892 
-.114699 -3.61.01146 (-2 0 0 
-.829268 -0361446 -.285714 -.2<110964 -.259036 
-.331325 -.253012 -7. 14286 £-2 0 
- .180488 -.301205 -.297619 -.355<1122 -.301205 
- .277108 -.349398 -.208333 0 
-.512195 -.301205 -·369048 -.361446 -.253012 
-.313494 -.644578 -.357143 0 
-.481805 -.253012 -.297619 -·3614 .. 6 -.403614 
-.481928 -.104819 -.41619 -.190476 
ER0S10N RATES .fT/SEC 
.66 .52 .44 .26 0 
0 0 0 0 
.44 .295 ·215 ·215 .145 
.03 0 0 0 
.42 .325 ·32 ·36 .335 
.21 .06 0 0 
.26 .285 ·38 ·325 .26 
.26 • 115 0 0 
.325 .39 .375 
·32 .275 
.325 .24 0 0 
.36 .42 .4 .42 .395 
.335 .225 
·04 0 
.6 .62 ·76 .86 .76 
.36 .4 • 16 0 
D-23 
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Table B-3: Computation of Friction Coefficients 
Test 39 (Continued) 
VALUES er NeN ZERe C SUB r= ~7 
MSMENTUM rACTeRS AT EACH NeZ HEIGHT 
. 010157 .010321 1.01016 E-2 1.13301 £-2 
1.22833 E-2 1.22833 E-2 
MATRI X "F" F"RICTI"N C"EffICIENTS C SUB f 
3.72153 2.62118 2.0836~ 1.26309 
0 0 0 0 
1. 599~3 I. 03~3 .73~119 .18~26~ 
• 159~35 0 0 0 
.7822304 .7046591 .809163 1. 089~~ 
.957008 .389197 0 0 
.35080404 • 5018~7 . 81935~ .912152 
1.22011 lol9602 0 0 
.327196 .602982 . 805637 .961932 
2·33727 2.041218 0 0 
.40459 .649169 .821828 1.25568 
2.20157 1.75596 .615233 0 
.6192045 .981183 1.629~5 2.56638 
2 . 1582 2.9164 2·13298 0 
D - 24 
1.22833 £-2 
0 
.622601 
1.19833 
.9~9753 
1.27693 
1.91053 
3.23458 
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Table B-3: Computation of Friction Coefficients 
Test 39 (Continued) 
AVERAGE C SUB f- 1.3030. 
STANDARD DEVIATI0N- 1.13615 
C SUB f TIME AVERAGE AT EACH RAO STA 
1012358 1.01961 lol00~6 
1.5056 1.74595 1.37~1 
C SUB f STANO DEVIATI0N AT EACH RAD STA 
1.22733 .732592 .533715 
I.JOJ22 J.59671 3.25~62 
C SUB f AVERAGE eVER RAO STA AT EACH TIME 
2 •• 2236 .822358 .853138 
1.20182 2.0~48 
C SUB f STANO DEVIATI0N AT EACH TIME 
3.29268 .795763 .559021 
.8J8152 1.19079 
1.2618 5 
o 
·601649 
o 
.8500 11 
.589756 
1.53212 
1.16033 
1.2"'3 
1·09 .. 73 
D-25 
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Table B-4: Computation of Fr i ction Coefficient s 
Test 55 
TEST Ne a S5 
Nez RAD - .1108 
CHAM TEMP. 508.6 
CHAM PRESS. 4.72 
DRAG C0 EF'F'- 2 
F'T 
DEG R 
PSI 
selL DENS. 4.85 SLUG/CU 
PART DIA •• 0042 F'T 
C0HESI0N a 0 PSF' 
PACK C0NS •• 575 
D£SCEN VEL- 2.8 
N0ZZLE HEIGHTS .F'EET 
F'T/SEC 
1.507 1.367 
.807 
TIME .SEC 
.85 
I • I 
.9 
RAO STATI0NS .F'£ET 
• 167 .208 
.375 .416 
ER0SI0N DEPTHS .F'EET 
.061 .066 
.053 .014 
.087 .092 
.065 .036 
0107 0108 
.086 .061 
• 123 0125 
.093 .083 
0175 0171 
.107 .09 
.236 .229 
.121 .104 
D-26 
MACH NS • 2.68 
CHAM VISC - 4.00000 £-7 LB SEC/SQ F'T 
GAS CeNS . • 12430 SQ F'T/SQ SEC DEG R 
HEAT RATI0- 1.67 
F'TGRAV • 32.2 F'T/SQ SEC 
0R - 1280.49 MICR0NS 
F'RICT ANG • 27 DEG 
1·227 1.087 .947 
.95 1.05 
·25 .292 .333 
·066 .062 .062 
.091 ·083 .083 
0105 ·096 .092 
.125 • 125 0108 
.154 0133 .123 
.218 0194 0152 
(;8 -3343 . ) -49B Page 24 
ER0S10N 
.121951 
-.289157 
.121951 
-.283133 
2.43902 
-.186747 
4.87805 
-.150602 
-.09756 1 
-.198795 
-.170732 
-.289157 
ER0SI0N 
.52 
·24 
.23 
.165 
• 18 
• 14 
.34 
.105 
.565 
• 14 
1.22 
.28 
PR0fILE 
E-2 
E-2 
Table B- 4: Computa tion of Friction Coeff icients 
Test 55 (Cont.ll!ued) 
SL0PES 
3.01205 E-2 -2.38095 £-2 -2 .-4096'- £ - e 
-.95122 
2.~O964 [- 2 -5.35714 [- 2 - 4 . 81928 [-2 
-.707317 
-1.20482 E-2 -7.14286 E-2 -7 .83133 E- 2 
-.609756 
1.20482 [-2 0 -· 102-41 
-.243902 
-.126506 -.22619 -. 186747 
-.414634 
-.108434 -.208333 -. 39759 
-.4 1 ~63~ 
RATES ,F'T/SEC 
.52 • 5 . 42 
.44 
.21 .195 • 17 
.235 
• 16 5 • 17 . 2 1 
.235 
.315 .245 . 18 5 
.145 
.52 .465 . 345 
.105 
1. 16 1.28 1 .22 
.28 
- 5. -42 1 69 
- . 108 4 3 4 
- · 060 2 ", 1 
- . 1927 71 
- . 15 6 627 
- . 4 39 7 59 
. 42 
• 15 
0125 
• 155 
. 22 
.58 
[ - 2 
D-27 
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Table B· 4: Computation of Friction Coefficient s 
Test 55 (Continued) 
VALUES 01' N0N ZER0 C SUB F= ~2 
M0MENTUM rACT0RS AT EACH N0Z HEIGHT 
6.~1955 £-3 6.52726 [-3 6.68002 [-3 6.89229 E-3 
7.59268 E-3 
MATRI X 01' rRICTI0N C0ErrICIENTS C SUB I' 
4.76392 4.69869 4·10634 3.07429 
1.56646 1· 85142 
1.70322 1.53887 1.3223 1.02779 
.876812 .972399 
1.20739 .962154 .88762 .970523 
.591106 .822769 
1.56019 1·27718 .896558 .652501 
.35125 .463362 
2.0168 1.58286 1.2657 .883676 
.355216 .263529 
2 . 93292 2.~129 2.~4705 2. 14212 
.532304 .535882 
AVERAGE C SUB r= 1.4728 
STANDARD DEVIATI0N= 1. 125 
C SUB F' TIME AVERAGE AT EACH RAD STA 
2.36407 2.07878 1·82093 1.45848 
.712191 .818227 
C SUB F STAND DEVIATI0N AT EACH RAD STA 
1.31334 1.37131 1.25679 .946762 
.460783 .566501 
C SUB " AVERAGE eVER RAD STA AT EACH TIME 
3.27259 1.1855 .856046 .817887 
1.71612 
C SUB F STAND DEVIATI0N AT EACH TIME 
1.29769 .337899 .228512 .45189 
.997941 
D- 28 
7. 185~1 E-3 
2.84698 
.857077 
.550759 
.524161 
.552807 
1.00965 
1.0569 
.898959 
.988656 
.660171 
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RXT 
Reference 1 presented those values of the friction coefficient Cf (in 
Roberts' theory) for the theory to be in agreement with the rate of soil erosion 
observed during four erosion tests. The Cf values were computed over a range of 
radial locations and time periods. These results showed that Cf varied both with 
time and radial location. Mean values and standard deviations based on a normal 
distribution of Cf were also computed; and it was found that the standard 
deviation was r ough ly the same magnitude as the mean value of Cf . 
• ',is l1lC" "lnandum presents the results of an investigation to determine 
\"h elher th e r e exists a correlation of Cf with the particle Reynolds numbe'r I 
defined as 
( 1) 
In this equat ion D is the soil particle diameter and ~ , u and ~ are the local 
values of gas mass density , radial velocity and viscosity at each radial station 
and time. The values of ~ corresponding to each Cf value were determined and 
the results plotted in Figure 1 . The figure indicates considerable scatter in 
the values of Cf • However, there does appear to be some correlation with Cf , 
in that generally, Cf decreases with increasing Reynolds number. It might be 
noted that the values of Cf are larger for the gravel (Test 10) than on the 
other three tests on glass beads. This may be because the gravel is rougher. 
However, the larger Cf values on Test 10 may be coincidental a nd more test data 
63610 
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should be examined before drawing general concluaio~ concerning the influence of 
particle roughneas on friction coefficient. Clearly, these results indicate a 
conatant value of Cf , such a. 0.2, would be inappropriate. Apparently a better 
approximation would be to consider Cf to depend on Reynolds number. 
Stokes' theory for a spherical particle immersed in a flowing fluid 
indicates the drag coefficient ,depends on the Reynolds number according to the 
equation 
c .li 
D ~ (2) 
Equation 1 is plotted in Figure 1 along with the experimentally determined drag 
coefficient presented in 'Reference 2 (Figure 1.5, page 16). A comparison of · 
the distribution of Cf values indicates the variation i. more like that given by 
Stokes' theory. By assuming the friction coefficient varies inversely with 
Reynolds number and writing 
c • .L (3) 
f ~ 
A least squares fit of all the data gives K • 35. Equation (3) with K • 35 is 
also plotted in Figure 1. If Teat 10 is omitted the value of K determined for 
the three tests on glass beads is K • 21. The values of K for each of the 
individual tests are K • 12, 143, 56 and 67 for Tests 5, 10, 39 and 55 
respectively. 
Since the value of K for all the data was close to Stokes' theory, it is 
recommended that the nominal value of Cf be that given by Stokes' theory, namely 
C • li 
f ~ (4) 
with ~ computed from Equation (1) corresponding to the local flow variables at 
each radial station and ttae. Statistical theory can be uaed to account for the 
random variatio~ of Cf from the nominal value. Recalling that Cf cannot be 
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negative, and an examination of the Cf data in Figure 1, euaae.t. that Cf may 
approximate a log normal distribution about the nominal value given in (4). 
By a.suming such a distribution actually exist. the value. of Cf can be computed 
based on a given probability and for a de. ired confidence interval. 
The standard deviation S for the log normal distribution about the mean 
value in Equation (4) is 
N 
2 ] ~ 
5 - N L..J (log 2 Cfi - log 24 + log ~i) (5) 
i-l 
For the 141 data points in Figure 1 the value of S to the base e is 
S • 1. 2414 
If it is required that there is a 90 per cent probability that Cf lies beeween 
Cf max and Cf min and a 90 per cent confidence is required for the.e limit., log 
normal distribution tables for 141 data points gives k • 1.790. Thus, kS • 2.222 
and e 2 •222 • 9.224. Then 
C - 9 224 ( 24 ) = 222 (6) i max . ' ~ ~ 
, D -1) 
(~4) = .h§. 
' D ~ (7) 
Figure 2 shows the same Cf and ~ data in Figure 1 with the mean value of 
Cf given by (4) ar.d the limit values given by (6) and (7) superimposed. 
Finally then, it is recommended that the "best" estimate of the erosion 
contours be based on the nominal Cf value given in (4). While (6) will be used 
to predict a maximum erosion profile which will be exceeded no more than 
10 per cent of the time with a 90 per cent confidence. 
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